“I never realized WHY art was so valuable,” says a student. “The material is
so interesting, or maybe he just makes it so. He inspires. He makes a large class
feel intimate because he doesn’t just lecture, he entertains.”
Diana DePardo-Minsky, Assistant Professor, Art and Architectural
History, Bard College
Diana DePardo-Minsky, a professor of art and architectural history at Bard
College, loves Rome with its infinitely interesting and eternally complex mix of
art and history, and aims to inspire a similar passion in her students.
This “dynamic and intelligent” lover of the Eternal City (one student calls
her “practically frightening in her excitement”) encourages students to trust
their instincts when they analyze either visual or verbal information and to
take pride in their work through clear articulation of their ideas whether written or spoken. She is committed to primary sources, both textual and material:
“Firsthand experience—if possible involving actual handling—connects the
past to the present, emphasizing relevance.” She makes the material come alive
to the students through enthusiasm and immersion; when they cannot visit
the works they are studying, she shows them images that she took so she “can
choreograph the experience of a piece as it unfolds over time in space.” She also
enhances secondary texts on the political, theological, or intellectual context of
a commission with primary sources so that students understand the art within
its culture and how that culture connects to their own. “She has a great way
of sequencing the information she gives you in just the right way so you really
absorb it,” says a student.
Whenever possible, she immerses her students in the culture they are
studying, which is a treat for students in classes such as Ancient Roman Art
and Architecture, Italian Renaissance Architecture, and Villas of the Hudson
Valley. She incorporates anecdotes about favorite professors and other colleagues
into her teaching, “so that, when my students read texts, these authors appear
as individuals, and they too can feel part of a continuum of comprehension.”
Most significantly, “I impress upon my students the importance of refining their
work into something that they can be proud of, into a work of art worthy of the
subject at hand.” She often crafts research projects in conjunction with students
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to allow their personal interests to inform their topics, and she supplements
lectures with relevant field trips, films, or food “to keep learning fun—since
it is fun.” “She truly is a pearl...kind and passionate, she will do all it takes to
make you love and learn what she is teaching,” says a student.
Leonard Folgarait, Professor, History of Art, Vanderbilt University
At most colleges and universities, there isn’t much of a buzz about art history
courses beyond the cliques of a few diehard art lovers. That’s not the case at
Vanderbilt University, though, where Professor Leonard Folgarait teaches a
number of courses in the subject. Students call Folgarait the “best professor at
Vanderbilt, hands down,” which is a pretty impressive claim.
Folgarait is exceedingly humble about all this praise. He’s not some largerthan-life personality bouncing around the lecture hall. He is by all accounts “soft
spoken,” with a dry sense of humor that includes “the occasional semi-funny art
history joke.” “What makes me interesting is that I don’t try to be interesting,”
Folgarait says. “I try to disappear as a personality. I don’t want students to remember if I was funny or mean or whatever. I want them to remember the subject
matter.” He adds that one of his goals is to convince each batch of students “that
to challenge assumed and received knowledge is quite liberating.”
Folgarait suspects that his popularity as a professor stems from his ability
to convey his own passion about art to his students. “You can remember any
material for awhile,” he notes, “but if you are passionate it stays with you forever.”
Students straightforwardly call Folgarait “a dynamic lecturer with a contagious
passion for the subject.” His emphasis is less on mere facts and “more on learning
how to look at art,” and he is “very good at leading discussion and encouraging
each participant.” “Trust me,” guarantees one student, “you’ll want to go to
class.” “He makes art history extremely interesting and truly worth studying.
There is no attendance but you go anyway because the lecture is so interesting.”
The word at Vanderbilt is that Folgarait’s courses are worth taking “even if art
history isn’t your cup of tea.” “Sometimes, I go sit in on his lectures, even though
I’m not in any of his classes anymore,” admits one student. “If I still lived in
Nashville, I would sit in on his classes just for fun,” adds a wistful Vanderbilt
alum. “They were that good.”
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